History and present state of the comparative legal science of the litigation law *
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The development of the legal order in the Czech Republic has taken complicated ways along with the changes of political systems and states forms depending on the intensity of enforcement of the Czech state law. The Austrian Monarchy imposed the Austrian legal order upon the Czech nation. This legal order became the basis of the legal system of the First Czechoslovak Republic in the period between the world wars. The Munich Dictation and the following German occupation interrupted the democratic development of the legal system. The post-war renewal of the state taking place in bipolar world already anticipated the formation of new political powers which began to enforce their ideologies even into the legal order which was supposed to assure the consolidation of the positions. The change of a democratic legal state into a totalitarian state in 1948 was thus reflected also in the liquidation of the foundations of the democratic legal order, which had been built for more than a hundred years. Forty years of the totalitarian regime subordinated to the Marxist philosophy fundamentally changed the principles of the Czech or Czechoslovak legal order respectively, which was then based on the rules of the classness of law, the superiority of the social ownership to the individual ownership, it underlined the repressive component of the criminal law etc. Only the political changes of 1989
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enabled interruption of the forty-years superiority of the law taken form the class point of view and returning to the democratic traditions. The makers of new acts could be again inspired by democratic, mostly western legal systems.

The development of the Czech legal system has been, apart from the influence of changing political regimes, dependent on the forms of state part of which the Czech lands were at the particular time. The Habsburg Monarchy in the last century was a dualistic state with different legal developments in both parts of the Monarchy. In the non-Hungarian part the Austrian legal order was valid for the whole second half of the last century. It was developing under substantial influence coming from Germany. On the other hand, in the eastern part of the Monarchy to which also Slovakia belonged the Hungarian legal order was in use, which was very much based on habitual law and had a lot of features from the past centuries. This legal dualism was accepted by the pre-war Czechoslovak Republic. The so-called Reconciliation Act from 28th October 1918 took over the Austrian legal order for the Czech lands (Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia) while in Slovakia the Hungarian order was still valid. The legal order in the Czechoslovak Republic was despite the great efforts of legislative bodies of the state never completely unified in the decisive legal branches.

The post-war development deepened the legal dualism even more. The creation of the Slovak law-giving bodies and taking over part of the legal order of the clerico-fascist Slovak State made the unifying of the Czechoslovak legal order wholly impossible. Only the change of political system in 1948, which tended to immediately interrupt the hitherto legal development, meant the end of the legal dualism. Centralized socialist state, based on power hierarchical structures of the party bureaucracy, needed an unified legal order which would enable the power superiority of the Marxist political party. The forty-years' development of the so-called socialist law was thus creating the unified legal system.

The development after 1989, after fundamental economical and political changes, was though being challenged by different notions. Problems concerning national minorities appeared to be more powerful than civil problems and the state began to fall apart. The shared state life of the Czech and Slovak nations ended up on the last day of 1992. The Czechoslovak state disappeared from the map of Europe and two states replaced it — the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic. Since then both the Czech and the Slovak legal order have been developing differently.

* * *

This rather extensive historical introduction is essential for understanding further exposition, which deals with comparison of the idiosyncrasies of the litigation law in the Czech Republic. As it is clear from the above text, the Czech legal order has always been developing under strong influence of foreign legal orders. Therefore the legal theory, but even more often the legal practice, has been in touch with comparastics. The litigation law was not an exception in this sense. The makers of the litigation legal norms as well as the litigators, who are interested in the theory of criminal or civil litigation have always had to deal with the problems of the foreign influence on the Czech legal order and interpret its meaning.

The comparison of the Czech litigation and foreign provisions of the civil litigation is not unknown to the Czech legal science as well as to the legal practice itself. It is however true that comparastics has never developed into an unified independent scientific discipline. The Czech comparative legal science thus is neither, and never has been, an independent area of the legal system, nor any independent scientific discipline has developed from it. Despite this, the methods of the comparative legal science are used in the research of the litigation law. It has not though developed into any independent subject in universities or elsewhere. Within the exposition of the organization of the judicial administrative system in the Czech Republic and of the Czech litigation law at the faculties of law the students are told about the differences among the basic principles of the organization of the judicial systems as well as the principles of the litigations in the particular legal systems. From these the idiosyncrasies of the Czech litigation law are concluded.

In further exposition about the idiosyncrasies of the Czech comparative litigation law we have to look at the civil, criminal, administrative litigations independently. We will namely examine the competition law and the litigation before the Constitutional Court.

* * *

There is no doubt that the biggest attention to foreign influence on the Czech litigation law was concentrated on the area of the civil proceedings. This was caused mainly by the fact that the Czech civil litigation developed under a much stronger influence of foreign litigation regulations than the criminal proceedings. The civil proceedings from the reign of Joseph II were in force in the western part of the Habsburg monarchy for more than 100 years unchanged. In the second half of the last 19th century, the judicial system as well as the civil proceedings began to seem more problematic and not corresponding to the needs of the society. The Austrian legislature started to look for suitable models for the reform of the civil proceedings. There were two main inspiration sources: French civic code (Code de procédure civile) from 1806 and German judicial code from 1877. This fact was reflected also in the scientific explorations in the field of civil proceedings. We should mention Emil Ott, who gave a detail explanation of organization of Austrian judicial system and judicial code. In his works, we can see the French influence on German
and consequently Austrian law by means of legal praxis in Bavaria, Wurttemberg, Baden, Hannover and Rhine region. The Austrian civil proceedings were newly codified in 1895 – 1896.

After the foundation of Czechoslovakia, the legal adjustment from 1895 – 1896 was accepted as well as the judicial system. The republic also accepted adjustment of the Hungarian civil proceedings, codified by the paragraph 1/1911 which replaced acts No.LIV/1886, LX/1881 and XVIII/1883. The Hungarian civil judicial code was built on the basis of the German civil judicial code from 1877 with some exceptions.

By acceptance of Austrian and Hungarian civil procedure, a legal dualism existed in Czechoslovakia. Also the judicial system was different in various parts of the country. This state should have been changed by unification codes. The unification of civil procedure was prepared since 1922. Both commissions (in Prague and Bratislava) were looking for models for the new legal system. There were no substantial changes since 1877 in Germany and also other developed countries did not change their litigation law. This situation resulted in a time-consuming work of unification commissions and in the problematic result of their effort. This result was presented to the Parliament in 1937 but the National Assembly did not manage to discuss it before the World War II.

The leading litigation expert in the pre-war Czechoslovakia was prof. Václav Hora, who analyzed the civil litigation and used comparatistics as one of the most important methods. He compared a number of Czech civil litigation institutes with similar institutes in the Hungarian law and with legal system in other countries, especially in Germany. He did not omit also the Roman litigation law.

Comparative studies in the period before the World War II were also produced by prof. J. Váňský, expert on the Roman law. His works concentrated on the influence of the Roman law on the then system of civil litigation.

The postwar development took other direction. After the February coup d’etat in 1948 were unified the judicial system and civil litigation system by means of new litigation code from 1950. The civil litigation, as well as the whole legal code, was under a strong influence of the Soviet law. Since then, the litigation comparatistics began to orientate in a different, biased way. Besides the studies comparatistics began and capitalist law with in advance given results, there appeared...
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the case of execution of movable and immovable assets was introduced. In the field of financial execution, the variety of ways to establish judicial bail law on real estate was enlarged. The execution by means of liquidation of the property was abolished and reduced by a special bankruptcy act.

The civil procedure was also novelized by Act No. 171/1993 Sb. (in force since September 1, 1993). The democratic principles of the civil litigation were supported especially in the field of equality of participants in the litigation. The principle of material truth was changed. The new conception is based on the difference between the disputable and indisputable litigation and states that the disputable litigation must be governed by the hearing principle while the indisputable litigation by the investigation principle. Therefore, the participants in the disputable litigation have a duty to claim facts and propose proofs. The way the litigation is oriented must be determined by the participants and not by the court. In the field of disputable litigation, the court has a right (not duty) to present also other proofs proposed by the participants when they are necessary for detection of the facts of the case. The new conception of the material truth connects unambiguous effects of the unfilled proof duty of the participant, because it enables the court to decide only on the basis of presented proofs without duty to find out the „real facts of the case“. The participant who does not fulfill his proof duty can expect unfavourable decision of the court. This can not work in litigation requiring decisions made on the basis of complete knowledge of the facts of the case, according to basic difference between disputable and indisputable litigation. The investigation principle in the indisputable litigation means that the court has a duty to carry out all proofs needed for detection of the facts of the case.

Finally, the verdicts for recognition and missing were introduced to the civil litigation.

The professional literature is still looking for its new image. The litigation experts are acquainting themselves with foreign literature but a concrete result in form of comparative studies has not appeared yet. Apart from four works by J. Macur, there is no Czech comparative litigation science literature.

* * *


In Czech litigation science the open competition procedure is very topical nowadays, which after forty years’ absence again became a part of the Czech legal order in 1991. The preparation of the open competition act and its further amending were connected with study of these problems in countries with tradition and a lot of experience in this area. The foundations of the preparation of this act were not only the open competition act from 1931 but also legal arrangements from other countries, namely the Austrian, German, Italian, Swiss, English arrangements as well as the arrangement in the U.S.A. Particularly the knowledge ensuing from contemporary modern arrangement of the open competition and composition procedures carried out in England by a statutory norm „Insolvency Act 1986“ appeared to be very valuable. It was also possible to consider preparation of multilateral international contracts attempting to establish unified collusion criteria of the competition and composition procedures with an extraneous element. At that time moreover the discussions on these problems were going on within the European Community as well as within the Council of Europe. The conclusions of these talks were expressed in the proposal of a multilateral international contract „Draft European Convention on certain international aspects of bankruptcy (CDCl–98–66)“ from 15th December 1989. The results of interactions conferences connected with the problems of open competition and composition were also inspiring if their importance extended beyond the borders of particular countries. The main stimulation in this respect was brought by for example the results of XIIIth International Congress of Comparative Law, held on the theme „L’insolvabilité transfrontière“. The open competition and the composition are legal institutes connected with market economy. They were therefore re-established in the Czech legal order by the Open Competition and Composition Act no. 328/1991 valid since 1st October 1991. They must be taken as a part of the legislative complex which in the legal area enabled the establishment of market economy in the Czech Republic. Open competition and composition have their places in modern legal orders even though they react to a boundary situation, i.e. to the bankruptcy of the debtor and to the disorders in the contracting covenants connected with the bankruptcy. There
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would be a gap if these situations were not regulated because they happen and will be happening. The efforts for solving a bankruptcy of an economical subject is according to the contemporary Czech legal arrangement of the open competition and composition aimed at the fact that the economical losses could be equally and fairly divided between the creditors so that none of them could profit from the bankruptcy. The basic principle of the open competition according to the Czech legal arrangement is therefore not the saving of the bankrupt rather the parity of the creditors affected by the bankruptcy.

The legal essence of the open competition as well as of the composition under the condition of the Czech legal arrangement is that in both cases the property arrangement is dealt with. The basic presumption of the open competition or composition is the existence of the bankruptcy of the debtor. Then it must always be the property arrangement that is negotiated, and which takes place because there are more creditors. There are thus always more principally bilateral obligatory relations which are dealt with multilaterally and contemporarily. The arrangements take place among subjects with inconsistent interests (not only the debtor’s interests or contrast to the interests of the creditors, but also among the creditors themselves)- and therefore it is carried out according to strictly established rules.

The open competition and the composition are of a general character from the point of view of the Czech legal arrangement which means that they are relevant for every legal subject without considering the fact whether it is a legal or a physical person or whether it is a self-employed subject in the commercial-legal sense or not. Everyone can also take part in them as a creditor. It is thus not decisive whether the conditions under which the open competition procedure can be proclaimed or the composition can be allowed arise within business activities.

The basic property-legal condition of the proclamation of the open competition or the permission of the composition is bankruptcy. The notion of bankruptcy is by the Czech legal arrangement defined in two ways: either as insolvency or as overdebtment. Each term has different content. There can be insolvency without overdebtment and vice versa. From the point of view of the debtor insolvency is of general character, i.e. it is connected with all the debtors, while overdebtment is connected only with legal persons and the selfemployed as for the physical persons. Insolvency consists in the fact that the debtor has not got enough financial means. Overdebtment is not defined in the law and therefore we have to start from the general meaning of this term. We understand it as a state when the debts of the debtor are higher than their assets. The debts are the total value of the debtor’s obligations and the assets are the total value of their property. The difference then is that we consider every property values that belong to the debtor (things, claims, other financially appreciable rights etc.) when passing judgements on overdebtment while when considering insolvency we just take the debtor’s financial means into account.

The Czech conception of the open competition and composition thus consists in the multilateral character of the relations among the participants of the open competition and composition compared to for example bilateral nature of the relation between the entitled and compulsory subjects in the Czech conception of the executive procedure.

To Czech legal arrangement of the open competition and the composition we should finally add that this arrangement has already been amended by the act no.122/1992 Col. valid since 16th April 1993. According to this amendment the substantial change lies in the introduction of the institute of the so-called protective time in the period between submitting the proposal of the open competition and its proclamation. During this time the selfemployed subject has got the last possibility of consolidating their financial conditions and of getting over the state of bankruptcy. At the same time space is created for the founder of the debtor to take respective actions towards them. The protective time does not start automatically but on the proposal of the debtor. The protective time lasts for three months and can be only exceptionally prolonged by another three months under conditions stated in the law. The relation between the open competition and the privatization process in the Czech Republic is further arranged by the amendment as well. A special regime making differences between particular stages of privatization is introduced for the state owned enterprises, other state-owned organizations and legal persons with the property participation of the state. Compared to the previous arrangements the possibilities of the leading staff in the managing positions of the bankruptor are limited. These persons during the open competition and the composition namely must not gain ownership of the things which were owned by the debtor before the start of the procedure not even in the case of the public sale of these things. They can not gain ownership of these thing within the period of three years since the end of the open competition or composition. Legal acts carried out at variance with this rule are not valid.
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The Czech comparative legal science also focused on the area of the administrative process. It achieved remarkable results particularly in the period between the first and the second world war when it was examining the procedure of revision of the lawfulness of the administrative decisions by the court. It understood the revision procedure as the procedure of correction the subject of which are administrative decisions. The revision procedure was not admitted to be of the character of the civil litigation. It was taken as a "continuation of the administrative process with different means", when the procedure of revision takes place before an independent administrative court and many features are used which are characteristic for the litigation before general courts, but nevertheless it does not gain the character of the civil litigation. The administrative court was not a part of the system of the general court. Judges of this court in some cases were even giving lectures on the administrative law at the faculties of law. The knowledge of the procedure of revision were thus delivered to the students within the study of the administrative law and not the civil litigation.

Many stimulating studies and papers on the administrative justice come from the period between the two world wars. They compare the arrangement of this institute in Great Britain, France, Germany and Austria. These studies, since they were high-leveled, also reached international appreciation. They were exclusively published in administrative-legal volumes ("The Volume of the Public Law"). Authors of these studies pointed out the distinction of the procedure of revision both from the ordinary procedure in administrative matters and the civil litigation.

After the revolution in 1989 the administrative justice was renewed but its procedure forms a part of the civil litigation and takes place before the general courts. This solution can not be however taken as the definitive one. Intensive discussions are going on about a change of mentioned conception, about taking the administrative justice out of the area of the civil justice and about its independent arrangement. The knowledge of the comparative legal science plays an important role within these discussions.

The Czech comparative legal science has been much more examining the administrative litigation. This was due to the traditional views that the administrative law is limited to the area of the material law and certain procedural problems are just a part of the realization of the administrative material law. There was no general arrangement of the administrative litigation and each important material-legal institute had its own respective procedural rules. That is also why the general comparison of the administrative litigation with other litigations namely civil and criminal ones did not take place.

Only the governmental order no.91 from 1960 – not by a statutory norm yet – generally arranged the administrative litigation. This arrangement was used only subsidiary where the special procedural rules were missing, which would consider the particular material administrative-legal institutes. As late as in 1967 act on the administrative litigation no.71 Col. (The Administrative Order) was issued which enabled the general conception of the administrative litigation. Some are however still convinced that the administrative law is just one legal branch within which the administrative litigation has the character of a subsystem. The administrative litigation in its narrow sense is pointed out including only such norms of the administrative law which arrange the applicable litigations in the administration carried out in the form of the so-called administrative procedure. Due to this fact not even considerations on the relation between the administrative litigation and other types of litigation are not being dealt with.

The comparatives in the area of the litigation criminal law begins to develop only recently. The legal arrangement of the criminal procedure was dealt with similarly to the legal arrangement of the civil procedure. The old procedural criminal law valid in the Czech lands was based on the principles of the inquisitive litigation defined by he Josephian Criminal Order in 1788 and the Code on Crimes and Major Police Offenses in 1803. This arrangement was at substantial variance with the requests for the criminal litigation after 1848. The most important demand was the principle of the publicity, orality, the principle of indictment, the civic control over the performance of justice and the establishment of the courts with jury. A new criminal litigation order was issued in 1850 but it was not valid for a long time – in 1853 it was replace with another criminal order which returned to the principles of the inquisition litigation from the time before the revolution in 1848. The decisive year in the development of the criminal litigation was the year of 1873, when the definitive criminal order was issued which took over the litigation principles of the criminal litigation code from 1850.

The Austrian criminal litigation order was then with minor changes valid also in pre-war Czechoslovakia and was replaced by a new criminal order in 1950.

Together with the development of the legal arrangement of the criminal procedure also the legal science of this branch began to develop. The Austrian and later the Czechoslovak criminal procedure are being compared with the arrangement of the criminal procedure in the western countries. One of the authors who were interested in the comparison namely of the Austrian criminal litigation mostly with the arrangement of the criminal procedure in France was P. Storch20. Comparative passages can be found also in the work of another criminal proceduralist A. Miňčka21. But the comparative method was in the greatest extend doubtlessly
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The de-ideologization of the criminal procedure and some important changes could take place only after 1989. Apart from de-ideologization the reform in the area of the criminal law was focused factually on de-criminalization, de-penalization and differentiation of the criminal responsibility. In the Czech Republic the criminal litigation has been during the past four years changed by six direct amendments and by two indirect amendments. The phases of the reform are following these aims: 1. Strengthening the protective function of the criminal litigation law. 2. Deepening the regulative function of this legal branch. 3. Modification of the educational function of the criminal litigation law. 4. Despite the existing division of the functions of litigation, weakening the outlasting inquisitive, namely the judicial phase of the litigation, so that the contradictory principle takes over. 5. With regards to the strengthening of the contradictoriness of the litigation, the modification of the principle of the objective truth, officiality, legality, the finding principle and the principle of the presumption of innocence. 6. Applying other litigation principles into the particular stages and litigation institutes. 7. Simplification of the litigation through new arrangement of the criminal-litigation institutes which will assure that the bodies will be dealing only with their relevant matters, which will account for the speed of the litigation.

In connection with the reform work on the litigation code, the comparativistics began to develop intensively. Interesting and inspiring comparative studies began to be published which were examining the up-to-date problems of the litigation law in the Czech Republic as well as in the western democracies. V. Kratochvíl must be stated first out of the authors who published studies on this topic. Kratochvíl was interested namely in comparison of the Czech and the Austrian criminal law.

We will also mention P. Šámal. Several seminars on the problems of the criminal procedure took place where the general problems of the criminal procedure from the European point of view were also considered. Similarly to the branch of the civil procedure, comparativistics as a scientific method in the area of the criminal
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procedure is only looking for its firm position.

* * *

In 1992 the Constitutional Court was established in the Czech and Slovak Federative Republic as a body of the protection of constitutionality. Together with the extinction of the federation at the end of 1992 the Court ceased to exist as well.

The Constitution of the Czech Republic (act no.1/1993 Col.) in its fourth catch dealing with the judicial power arranges the position of this Court. The organization of the Constitutional Court and the problems of procedure before it is included in the act no.182/1993 Col., valid since 1st July 1993. The factual origin of the Constitutional Court was though connected with appointing the judges of this Court. This happened on 15th July 1993. The seat of the Constitutional Court is Brno. The Constitutional Court as a specialized court is without any doubt one of the most important guarantees of the protection of democracy and lawfulness. The totalitarian regime had also anchored this body in the constitutional Federative Act since 1968, but it in fact never existed. In pre-war Czechoslovakia the Constitutional Court was created but its factual functioning was very problematic. The Constitutional Court created in 1992 worked for too short time to profile properly, show its rightfulness and to start to carry out its function. The Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic created in 1993 is much in the same position. Only the further development will indicate whether the Constitutional Court as the protector of the Czech constitutionality has its place in the Czech constitutional system.

The procedure before the Constitutional Court first became a subject of many theoretical considerations. Their author could not have made them up without the comparative methods – namely K.Klima produced very creditable work in which he is analyzing the position of constitutional justice in particular types of constitutional systems.

* * *

If we try to summarize the above presented knowledge of history and presence of the Czech proceduralist comparativists, we will draw following conclusions:

1. In the Czech Republic, the comparative litigation law is taken as a method in the research of the litigation law. It is neither an independent scientific discipline nor an independent branch of the legal system. The comparatics litigation law is at the faculties of law taught just within the teaching of the Czech litigation law.

2. In connection with the intensive reform process in the area of litigation law the knowledge of the comparative litigation law are of great importance. The knowledge is a significant basis for the legislative organs which are creating a new arrangement of the litigation codes.

3. The comparative litigation law is in the Czech Republic a subject of the scientific research as legal comparation of norms and institutes of the litigation law as well as legal comparation of branches of the litigation law.

4. The litigation comparatics in the Czech Republic uses the theoretical knowledge namely of the theory of law, philosophy of law but also of statistics and politology.

5. In the Czech comparatics of the litigation law the analytic and evaluating methods are prevailing.

6. The progress of the comparatics of the litigation law in the Czech Republic brings also modernization and de-ideologization of the law, creation or renewal of some legal institutes or whole legal branches respectively (the business law).

7. The comparatics is in its more intensive development obstructed by the lack of experience, the language barriers, the lack of specialized literature etc. Contacts of the Czech scientists and pedagogues with their colleagues in western Europe and the U.S.A. consequently help to get rid of these obstructions.

* * *

SUMMARY

**Historie a současný stav české srovnávací právní vědy procesního práva**

Podkladem článku je národní referát, který autorka na návrh organizačního výboru sepsala pro X. Světový kongres procesního práva, jež se bude konat ve dnech 17. – 23. září 1995 v Tharmünde. Obsahem článku je zpracování historie a současnosti stavu české srovnávací právní vědy procesního práva a to v oblasti občanskoprávního, trestního i správního procesního práva.